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objectives
Project 5 will carry the concept of a design system to a user interface. Then student will apply their 

design system to a pre-made mock-up of a grocery app. An app icon will also be designed and 

applied to the page mock-ups. 

UI/UX DESIGN

UI/UX design (still) seems a mystical term in 2022, like a golden key to job acquisition. Graphic 

Design majors – specifically those who are not Digital Design emphasis – might incorrectly  

think User Interface design is just out of their grasp because of an assumption that coding must 

work in conjunction with it. 

Luckily, this is just not true. A designer strong in the skills of typography (shape and space), icon 

creation, and branding has the necessary knowledge ready to be applied on an interface.

A skilled designer who can work on everything from a printed poster to multi-page publication 

layout to logos to merchandise can quickly learn the requirements of UI as long as she/he/they 

avidly uses digital devices (and who doesn’t in 2022?!); whereas a person with only knowledge of  

UI design cannot usually pick up something like multi-page publication design so easily. 

Strong print and user interface both are centered on human-centered design (=audience) and 

awareness of how one interacts with a platforms (print, web, app, merchandise, etc.). A trained 

designer can quickly transition between what is needed, though one immersed in interface design 

and knowledge of code will be better armed in the area of user experience (UX).

PROJECT 5 SOFTWARE OBJECTIVES:

• Illustrator will be used to create the design system using a pre-made template.  

It will also be used to create the app icon from scratch. 

• A pre-made Photoshop template for the app mock-ups will allow students to explore the 

power of layers to adjust colors and fonts to follow their design system. 

• InDesign will be used to create a PDF to showcase app interface design when finished. 

• XD will not be used extensively by students; however, it will be shown in lecture so students 

are introduced to the workspace and its ease of use once one is familiar with the  

Adobe workspace and shortcuts. Professor will also demonstrate its power to prototype and  
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briefly explain the next (expensive) steps to create a working app. If student has experience with 

Sketch, Figma, Bootstrap, XD, or similar, please speak with Prof. Nikki as soon as possible. 

PROJECT 5 DESIGN OBJECTIVES: 

Visual messaging is core to graphic design. 

The challenge is especially crucial when creating a simple mark that must transcend language 
and cultural barriers, which is often the case of marks for User Interface design*. Therefore, this 

project will introduce these skills, capitalizing on all projects thus far that pushed students to be 

aware of shape and space to create a message.  

*It is also essential in logo creation, which will be explored in Identity Design for Graphic Design majors (not Digital Design emphasis). 

Another core design skill is the creation and application of a consistent design system. This was 

introduced in Project 4's glossary, which used the traditional multi-page book format. Project 5 will 

apply a system to a User Interface design kit. This same consistency is mirrored in branding – and 

even advertising campaigns and product design. Design systems are crucial to develop from the 

beginning and then applied repeatedly with no alterations to the rules.

The project will also show students how font choice is greatly limited per digital platform used; 

hence, all the more reason color choice(s) must visually hold a system together. 

REINFORCEMENT OF GRFX-2303 OBJECTIVES:

• Continued attention to detail and ability to follow directions exactly,  

including reading and understanding all words on a page.

• The ability to professionally communicate with professor if questions arise.

• The ability to listen and communicate with fellow students in critiques.

• More experience in time management and deadline-driven creativity.
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rubric
R U B R I C :

• Directions were followed accurately with absolutely no errors.  

READ ALL PAGES OF THIS PROJECT SHEET. Put dates in your calendar and plan your time. 

If you need help, ask Prof. Nikki as soon as possible so you do not suffer the consequences.

• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well?

• Attendance and full participation in all workshops and critiques. 

• Participation in all workshops. Not just attendance, but full participation.

• Evidence of mind-mapping and other required ideation exercises.

• App icon ideation sketches completed correctly and on time. 

• App icon ideation shows comprehension of visual language in symbols the user would 

understand in relation to the product/location represented by the interface. 

• App icon creation shows comprehension of the creation of concise structures that read well at 

a small size. 

• Adobe Illustrator used correctly to create/adjust clean vector files for icons. 

• Adobe Illustrator used correctly to create/adjust clean vector files for icons. 

• A Google font used throughout.

• Typography/Font choices applied correctly on all files to form a consistent design system by 

adjusting each layer correctly in every PSD mock-up file.

• Color choices applied correctly on all files to form a consistent design system by adjusting each 

layer correctly in every PSD mock-up file.

• Adobe Photoshop used correctly.

• Adobe InDesign used correctly to create the final file. 

• Adobe XD used correctly.

• Final packaged files from InDesign are correct and follow directions. 4

M E N U

https://fonts.google.com
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workshop 1
I N T R O D U C T I O N  T O  P R O J E C T  5 

Project 5's user interface design system and app icon are for a hypothetical grocery app.  

Lecture/discussion in class will review design systems overall, UI/UX design, and the requirements 

of Project 5. Adobe XD and prototyping will also be shown, though work will not be completed in 

this class using the program.

A U D I E N C E  +  O B J E C T I V E  R E S E A R C H

Students will research how other grocery store apps function and then consider themselves as an 

audience. What design system is present in the apps and does it resonate with the user?  

As an individual, what would they find the most welcoming and useful for a grocery store app? 

Maybe it will follow what most apps use...or maybe it will look completely different and be about a 

vibrant adventure to food. Who knows? 

Students will review the final template mock-up, considering how one would interact with the 

interface as it exists. In other words, what students can (and must!) adjust and what they cannot.

D E S I G N  S Y S T E M S  R E V I E W

Lecture/discussion in class that reviews design systems overall, how this is also applied to UI 

design, and the requirements of Project 5. Students will consider (hexadecimal) colors and other 

elements that must work within the interface's requirements.  

First, students will be introduced to the supplied vector template. 

• 5 colors required  + white, black, and gray. Pick colors and then find the hexadecimal codes. 

These will then be carried through the entire design system.

• Choose font with guidance. Change name of font on template and adjust all examples of it. 

How/why to use Google fonts* will also be discussed.  

*Students should plan on this app not needing to function within strict iOS design guidelines; 
however, comprehension of the expectations and comfort level of the audience and the goal of 
a grocery app must be considered. Comprehension of this will be displayed in font choices.

• Adjust buttons and forms to express design system. 

M E N U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZLZ7ldTLQc
https://fonts.google.com
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FORMS
A form displays a set of related user input fields in a structured way

Field
A field is a form element containing a label and an input

User Input

Fields
A set of fields can appear grouped together.
Field groups automatically receive responsive styling, swapping to one field per row on mobile devices.

First name

First Name

Middle name

Middle name

Middle name Last name

Last name

Last name

Name First Name

Text Area
A texture can be used to allow for extended user input.

Text Area Label

Short text

Checkbox
A form can contain checkboxes

Checkbox Checkbox

MaximumMinimum

MaximumMinimum

Off On

Radio Checkbox
A form can include radio checkboxes

Select your second favourite fruit:

Select your favourite fruit:

Apples

Apples

Oranges

Oranges

Pears

Pears

Grapefruit

Grapefruit

Dropdown
A form can include Dropdowns

Country

Select country

Country

Afghanistan

Albania

Algeria

American Samoa

Andorra

Select country

Success
If a form is in a success state, it will automatically show any success message blocks.

E-mail

joe@schmoe.com

Submit

Form Completed
You’re all signed up for the newsletter

Error
If a form is in an error state, it will automatically show any error message blocks.

Submit

Action Forbidden
You can only sign for an account once with a given e-mail address.

E-mail

joe@schmoe.com

Warning
If a form is in a warning state, it will automatically show any warning message blocks.

Submit

Could you check something?
That e-mail has been subscribed, but you have not yet clicked the verification link in your e-mail.

E-mail

joe@schmoe.com

Inverted
A form on a dark background may have to invert its color scheme

First Name

First Name

Last Name

Last Name

I agree to the terms and conditions

Submit

Colored
All these buttons are instances of the button.default component

A button can appear alongside a label

A button can use an icon as a label

Labeled

Labeled Icon

Default Primary Secondary Disabled

Default Default Default Default

Like 2,048

Like 2,048

Like2,048 1,048

Pause Next

Button groups can show groups of icons

Icon Buttons

BUTTONS

A button indicates a possible user action

The default font in this UI is called _______. 
Please do not use any other font for interface material without permission.

TYPOGRAPHY

Aa
The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

Subheader

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

LATO

H1

PARAGRAPH

HEADING WITH SUBHEADER

H2

H3

H4

H5

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh 

euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 

minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip 

ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulpu-

tate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero 

eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit.

These are the default color variable sallowed in the UI design system for this app. 
Please do not use other color for interface material without permission. 

COLORS

Yellow Olive Green Violet Blue

Black Gray

#FBBD08 #B5CC18 #21BA45 #6435C9 #21BA45

#FFFFFF #000000 #E0E1E2
White

FORMS
A form displays a set of related user input fields in a structured way

Field
A field is a form element containing a label and an input

User Input

Fields
A set of fields can appear grouped together.
Field groups automatically receive responsive styling, swapping to one field per row on mobile devices.

First name

First Name

Middle name

Middle name

Middle name Last name

Last name

Last name

Name First Name

Text Area
A texture can be used to allow for extended user input.

Text Area Label

Short text

Checkbox
A form can contain checkboxes

Checkbox Checkbox

MaximumMinimum

MaximumMinimum

Off On

Radio Checkbox
A form can include radio checkboxes

Select your second favourite fruit:

Select your favourite fruit:

Apples

Apples

Oranges

Oranges

Pears

Pears

Grapefruit

Grapefruit

Dropdown
A form can include Dropdowns

Country

Select country

Country

Afghanistan

Albania

Algeria

American Samoa

Andorra

Select country

Success
If a form is in a success state, it will automatically show any success message blocks.

E-mail

joe@schmoe.com

Submit

Form Completed
You’re all signed up for the newsletter

Error
If a form is in an error state, it will automatically show any error message blocks.

Submit

Action Forbidden
You can only sign for an account once with a given e-mail address.

E-mail

joe@schmoe.com

Warning
If a form is in a warning state, it will automatically show any warning message blocks.

Submit

Could you check something?
That e-mail has been subscribed, but you have not yet clicked the verification link in your e-mail.

E-mail

joe@schmoe.com

Inverted
A form on a dark background may have to invert its color scheme

First Name

First Name

Last Name

Last Name

I agree to the terms and conditions

Submit

Colored
All these buttons are instances of the button.default component

A button can appear alongside a label

A button can use an icon as a label

Labeled

Labeled Icon

Default Primary Secondary Disabled

Default Default Default Default

Like 2,048

Like 2,048

Like2,048 1,048

Pause Next

Button groups can show groups of icons

Icon Buttons

BUTTONS

A button indicates a possible user action

The default font in this UI is called _______. 
Please do not use any other font for interface material without permission.

TYPOGRAPHY

Aa
The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

Subheader

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

The spectacle before us was indeed sublime.

LATO

H1

PARAGRAPH

HEADING WITH SUBHEADER

H2

H3

H4

H5

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy nibh 

euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad 

minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip 

ex ea commodo consequat. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor in hendrerit in vulpu-

tate velit esse molestie consequat, vel illum dolore eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero 

eros et accumsan et iusto odio dignissim qui blandit.

These are the default color variable sallowed in the UI design system for this app. 
Please do not use other color for interface material without permission. 

COLORS

Yellow Olive Green Violet Blue

Black Gray

#FBBD08 #B5CC18 #21BA45 #6435C9 #21BA45

#FFFFFF #000000 #E0E1E2
White
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Rename the file YOUR LAST NAME_Proj5_DesignSystem.ai. SAVE EARLY, SAVE OFTEN. 
When finished, also File : Save As YOUR LAST NAME_Proj5_DesignSystem.pdf. 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
 
DUE when class begins on Mon Apr 4:

• SLACK 

On Slack #2303_project 5, upload the PDF file in the thread requesting it.

• GOOGLE 

In the PROJECT 5 folder for this class, upload both the AI and PDF files. 

Make sure they are both correctly named. 
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workshop 2
L A Y E R E D  P H O T O S H O P  A P P  M O C K - U P  F I L E S 

In class, students will be introduced to the supplied templates in the folder "App MockUp Files" 

and how to work through layers to customize the app pages to follow one's created design system. 

Student may also take this opportunity to go back and revise the design system if necessary. 

M E N U

Rename files with YOUR LAST NAME  
at the beginning.  

For example, Jenny Li would have:

• Li_App1_Welcome.psd

• Li_App2_SignIn.psd

• Li_App3_Home.psd

• Li_App4_SearchFilter.psd

• Li_App5_ProductDetails.psd

• Li_App6_ShoppingCart.psd

• Li_App7_PaymentForm.psd

SAVE EARLY, SAVE OFTEN. Images can be most easily  

pulled from sites like Unsplash.com. 

Also, begin to consider what the name of your app would be.  What makes your 

app different than others? Is it quick? Is it easy? Is it only for obscure food?  

Is it delivered only by mimes? Start thinking abut this. 

https://unsplash.com


D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
 
DUE when class begins on Mon Apr 4:

• SLACK 

On Slack #2303_project 5, upload all 7 PSD files in one post in the thread requesting it. 

In other words, you should only post one in the thread, but attach 7 files. 

• GOOGLE 

In the PROJECT 5 folder for this class, upload the PSD files. 

Make sure they are each correctly named. 

9



workshop 3
A P P  I C O N  I D E A T I O N 

Ideation techniques will be reviewed and used in class together and individually as students begin 

to sketch and problem-solve to find their best app icon that does all of the following:

• Expresses the idea of the app's purpose – or, at least, does not go against what it would be.  

In other words, it can be more abstract in nature and maybe use logotype instead of food.  

However, it can't show shoes or clouds, as those symbols signify other things than food.

• Supports the existing design system. 

• Works at the small size that an app icon must on a smartphone interface. The sketch paper 

supplied will force students to think in this concise manner. This can be image or type or some 

combination; however, the more concise and simple the visual is, the better.

• Contains visual weight and holds together. Space is as important as shape. Remember that the 

background (figure and ground) creates shapes also. There is no outline allowed that forces the 

visual weight. It must do this on its own. 

D U E  >  
W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
 
At least 1 sheet, completely finished 

DUE when class begins on Wed Apr 6.

      To not completely finish the sheet  

      when it is due at 8:20am means your  

      project grade  (1/6 of your course  

      grade) cannot exceed a B+ and you  

      cannot do a Second Try.... 

      even if you do all but one square. 

M E N U

Keep things simple and think in shapes instead of lines. Do not be afraid of color, but obey your 

design system. Avoid words, though letters may be used.  

 

  NAME OF APP __________________________________________________________

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?

Will it be  
successful   
this small ?
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workshop 4
A P P  I C O N  C R E A T I O N 

After multiple critiques, one icon will be chosen. In this workshop, students will be guided through 

creation of icons using Adobe Illustrator. Procreate/Fresco are not allowed for this part of the project.

Use the file Proj5_IconBuild.ai. Rename YOUR LAST NAME_Proj5_IconBuild.ai.  

SAVE EARLY, SAVE OFTEN.

Basic reminders include the following:

• How to use the pen tool. How to adjust bézier curves and other anchor points.

• How to adjust Fill and Stroke. How to use Swatches.

• How to use Layers.

• How to use the Pathfinder Tool.

• How to use the Clipping Mask.

• How to make type into vector artwork.

M E N U
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• How to do an Image Trace....and why to avoid it. 

• Exploration into 3D tools and other filters, keeping in mind you must keep work vector. 

(How to tell when something is vector or raster.)  

See these videos for help or Google for 

yourself. The internet is a large place. 

 

When finished, also File : Save As YOUR LAST NAME_Proj5_IconBuild.pdf. 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
 
DUE when class begins on Mon Apr 11:

• SLACK 

On Slack #2303_project 5, upload the PDF file in the thread requesting it.

• GOOGLE 

In the PROJECT 5 folder for this class, upload both the AI and PDF files. 

Make sure they are both correctly named. 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCjxoaxiMUhajT64S7HUQg1PMGQ1huA8I
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workshop 5
T H E  F I N A L  T O U C H E S 

We're in the final stretch! After critiques and inspection of one's own work in relation to the 

professional level of apps available, student should go back and revise anything so that the design 

system, app icon, and app mock-up all work together.  The finishing touches include the following:

• Revise these first pages of the app mock-up  

to include the app icon and name.  

• The background pattern must also be  

revised so that it matches something of  

the design system. This could be aspects  

of your icon repeated into a pattern,  

a stock image, or simply a color.  

 

 

 

 

• Prof. Arnell will also provide a mock-up that shows everyone's  

      app icons on one screen.  

P U T T I N G  I T  A L L  T O G E T H E R 

Open the provided Template_Proj5.indd in InDesign. Re-save as 

YOUR LAST NAME_Proj5.indd. 

In class, students will be guided through its Master Pages and how 

to relink images instead of using File : Place. By doing so, formatting 

of the similarly sized files will stay. The font Arial should be replaced 

by whatever font student used in her/his/their design system.

M E N U

YOUR YOUR 
ICONICON

YOUR  YOUR  
APP NAMEAPP NAME



The pages will be as follows:

• Page 1:  
Use new phone mock-up provided by professor. 

Each student should then replace the app icon and app name, plus type in their own name.

• Page 2: Design System Kit from Illustrator.

• Page 3: This page will hold all app panels. 

 

 

When completely finished, be sure the  

INDD file is correctly named and save it again.

Then File : Package exactly as shown here.  

CHECK only what is checked here.  >>

Our
Groceries
App

Student
Name
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E X T R A  C R E D I T :

• Student will create a free Behance page or provide another portfolio page that already exists.  

It does not need to be finished - just created.

• On first page of Project 5, student will add a hyperlink on his/her/their name that connects 

to the Behance page URL. Then student will Export to an interactive PDF. This file will also be 

included in packaged folder, but titled YOUR LAST NAME_Proj5_LINKED.pdf.

 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  

NOTE: It is expected that student will have the InDesign file completed in class 

on Monday, April 11th; however each student should make absolutely sure that 
all files so far are absolutely perfect. If that means taking time to go back to 

Illustrator or Photoshop, then relinking images in InDesign before creating your final 

file, PLEASE TAKE THE TIME TO DO SO!!!!! You will not have enough time to do a  
Second Try on this by the time I get it graded! 

FINAL WORK DUE when class begins on Wed Apr 13 Mon Apr 18:

• GOOGLE 

In the PROJECT 5 folder for this class, upload the packaged folder exactly as directed above.

• SLACK 

On Slack #2303_project 5, upload the PDF file from the packaged folder InDesign created   

in the thread requesting it. Do not remove it from the folder on Google. Just upload the  

same PDF file in Slack. 
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workshop 6
I N T R O  T O  A D O B E  X D

Students will be provided a (very very simple) Adobe XD file and will work with it in class. In this 

class workshop, there will be guidance to do the following:

• Brief introduction to the XD workspace:   Design  |  Prototype  |  Share

• We will work mostly in Design:  

 
 

Note: Don't be overwhelmed. It's simpler than any of the other programs you've used this semester!

Libraries > Documet Assets  >  Components

 

 

 

Layers > Artboards 

• There are 2 Artboards already 

created and named. 

• The HOME Artboard will contain 

everyone's finished icons instead 

of these FPO buttons. 

• In workshop, each student will 

only need to replace the FPO icon 

on PAGE 2 Artboard with theirs. 

• In Components, everyone's icons 

will be easily accessible, named 

with student's last name. 

 
 
 
 

M E N U
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• For the Protoype, there is also one wire 

already present. It returns the user to  

the original page.

 
 
 
 

P U T T I N G  I T  A L L  T O G E T H E R 

Slides from the workshop will guide students through steps; however, below is an overview. 

For XD and Illustrator: 
• SCALE: Holding down Shift, click and drag to scale. 

• ZOOM: Command and + or - will zoom in and out just like all the other Adobe programs. 

• File : Save. Save early and often!

In XD  >  Design: 

• First, student should rename the file. In XD, go File : Rename as YOUR LAST NAME_2303_Proj5. 

Save to your computer and not the cloud when asked. 

• Type in your name. Make sure to keep 2 lines. 

• Type in the name of your app.

• Pull over your icon artwork, which should already be an asset in Components. If you need to 

resize, make sure to hold down shift if you do so via click and drag. 

In Illustrator:

• XD will not import an AI file*; therefore, students will be guided how to quickly convert their AI 

Design System file to a PNG while keeping the entire artboard's white background. 

*As of 2022:  

Adobe XD supports PNG, GIF, SVG, JPG, and TIFF images. In Adobe XD, images (both raster and vector) that you 

import are embedded in the XD file, since there is no image-linking workflow, by default, as you would find in 

Adobe InDesign. There is something similar where you can select and then "
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In XD  >  Design: 

• Select the placeholder Design System and delete.

• Then while you are on this PAGE 2 Artboard, File : Import your Design System PNG file.   

It will be huge and cropped to the artboard. Click on the image and you'll see the whole thing. 

Scale it, making sure to hold down Shift while you click and drag! Zoom in close to make sure 

you've got it fitting well on the artboard. 

In XD  >  Prototype: 

• Command + A will show all the wires already present, which is only the one from the arrow on 

PAGE 2 Artboard to go back to the HOME Artboard. 

• Desktop Preview will be introduced. 

• Students will be guided how to select their icon on HOME and create a wire to their PAGE 2. 

• The Interaction that is set should be kept; however, students will be guided how to easily 

experiment with differences WHILE working on it.

• Once all is done, save again!

In XD  >  Share: 

• Share it for a Design Review that anyone with the link can access. 

• Copy the URL into Slack as explained below and you're done!

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
 
DUE when class begins on Mon Apr 18:

• GOOGLE 

In the PROJECT 5 folder for this class, upload the XD file. Make sure it's named corrrectly!

• SLACK 

On Slack #2303_project 5, paste in the URL to your XD prototype where asked.
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self-evaluation

Fill out and Submit this Google Form. 
 
   DUE by Wednesday, April 13, 11:59pm. 

M E N U

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdNSSlysa0Sg5nFACEAtu07OfQryy0XUBc6wBIOn2zMxjgfzg/viewform?usp=sf_link


schedule
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M E N U

W E E K  O F  M A R  2 8

WED MAR 30

• Project 4 Cover Design W.I.P. critique available on Slack

• Begin Project 5

• Workshop 1 & 2 

W E E K  O F  A P R  4

MON APR 4

• Project 4 Cover Design DUE

• Project 4 Final File Preparation

• Design System AI file DUE
• Mock-Up PSD files DUE
• Workshop 3

WED APR 6 

• Project 4 DUE 

• Project 4 Self-Evaluation DUE

• Icon sketches DUE
• Workshop 4
 

SCHEDULE ADJUSTED AFTER THIS POINT >> 
W E E K  O F  A P R  1 1

MON APR 11

• Icon final vector art DUE
• Workshop 5

WED APR 13

• Finalize work/files from Workshop 5 if needed

• Workshop 6



2 1

W E E K  O F  A P R  1 8

MON APR 18

• Project 5 DUE

• Project 5 Self-Evaluation DUE BY 11:59pm

• Begin Final Project


